Assignment #1

Name:______________________________________________
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1
Specific: the orientation of the building and the building proportions are logical based
on the specific location--optimizing the sun's movement to provide daylight and be responsive to the particular climate; placement
of windows (30% opening) optimizes the opportunity to provide balanced daylight within the space; models a room that displays
the windows and the light and shadows effectively; demonstrates command of the concepts and applies software effectively. (the
viewing angle of the room is critical--so that it is possible to gain a clear view of the cast light and shadows; the size of the images
should be large enough to be able to see details and content clearly). (valued at one point)
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1
Comprehensive: provides an organized, logical representation--comparing the different
times of day and season (the size for the rooms should be consistently the same so that the images are comparable). (valued at one
point)
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Effective Graphic Communication: information is graphically clear, organized and has
appropriate hierarchy, use of text and effectively shows the shadows as related to the window openings. (print quality is clear &
sharp--not pixelated images; the shadows should be of a contrasting tone that effectively shows definition; the text should support
the content and not dominate the pages; should demonstrate good use of the page and white space; the presentation should avoid
extraneous graphic lines; color should be used sparingly and only if it helps make the content clearer). (valued at one point)

TOTAL: ___________/3
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